
The latest evolution in quoting and 
application software for Zurich life insurance.

Welcome to



Technology can play a major role in 
driving efficiency,  which can help 
keep the cost of advice down, and 
improve the client experience. One 
of the most important pieces of life 
insurance technology is the online 
quoting and application software 
supporting advisers.

To make life simpler, smarter and 
faster for advisers Zurich has replaced 
its LifeXpress platform with a new 
quoting and application platform 
called ZXpress. Custom built for 
Zurich, ZXpress will offer market 
leading integration and usability, and 
in conjunction with our daily feed 
solution will allow you to offer more 
responsive and flexible service.

ZXpress will take the ease of doing 
business with Zurich to a whole new 
level and provide a simpler, smarter 
and faster solution making client 
conversations easier.

A new look makes client conversations easy!
At Zurich we are constantly looking at ways we can improve - from our products and 
services to helping advisers.

ZXpress
at a glance  

‘Tree like’ structure to easily identify how 
your policies have been set up

Select your insurance platform (if 
applicable)

Split cover based on stepped and level 
premium structures

Establish your linked and stand alone 
cover on one screen

All options in a single panel

Control each policy payment structure 
and method

To access ZXpress log onto ZLife via 
zurich.com.au/zlife and click the Quotations tab or contact 
your Zurich Business Development Manager on 1800 252 650.



Key Features Explored

General 
(applies to both lump sum and Income replacement)

  Disconnected model – you and your support staff can
complete a quote and application while offline, allowing
flexibility and mobility in servicing your clients’ needs.

  Sharing – you can share quotes and applications with other
users in your office, and changes are synchronised regularly,
when you have an active internet connection.

  IRESS quote import – ability to hand over a quote from IRESS
Risk Researcher to ZXpress, associating the quote with a
ZXpress user account.

  Quotes are saved and stored and can be re-opened, edited
and cloned.

  The quote and application wizard are integrated, allowing
flexibility to return and adjust the quotation after
commencing the application – e.g. to add or adjust covers
or client details.

  Upon resuming the application, any additional required
information will automatically be determined.

Tailored super/Related policies

    For Tailored super arrangements, a separate premium
frequency can be selected for each side of the related
policies (e.g. super can be annual, while non-super is
monthly).

 This allows flexibility in maintaining cash flow (i.e. deduct 
from super on an annual basis, without frequency loading, 
and non-super on a more frequent basis).

    Tailored super policies are displayed in the tree and can easily
be added from the main screen or the ‘Add’; i.e. there is no
need to separately add the two policies, first create a valid
arrangement and then link/’relate’ the policies to each other.
Instead, the process of creating a linkage is intuitive.

   Once related policies are added, product and business rules
are automatically applied, e.g. availability of TPD definitions
(Superlink own, Own) Trauma, options and features.

  Components are automatically placed into and outside of
super based on superannuation and product rules and the
split of premiums is clearly displayed.

Product quoting/business rules

  Quote tree displays the policies created per life, while the life
summary displays the total premium payable for each type
of cover across both super and non-super.

    Automatic calculation of available Income replacement
benefit including the amount that can be purchased
under the Super contributions option. Only one income
figure needs to be entered – the annual income including
superannuation but less business expenses.

    Income replacement allows two “benefits” to be purchased
on a single policy, allowing variation of payment style
(agreed vs. indemnity), premium style (stepped, level), the
monthly benefit and waiting period.

    Lump sum allows multiple ‘arrangements’ to be purchased
in a single policy – including linked Death, TPD and Trauma
(stepped and level), and standalone Trauma and TPD
(stepped and level).

  “Extra cover” options are visible on screen and front of
mind.

Income replacement

  Ability to have more than one benefit in a single policy
allows different:

-  Payment types (mixture of agreed and indemnity)

-  Waiting periods (so benefits can be payable at different 
times)

-  Premium styles (stepped and level).

   Income will auto-calculate to maximum, based on the
income entered, including where Super contributions is
selected as an option:

-  Annual income, including superannuation, should 
always be entered, while the Super contributions option 
provides flexibility in identifying the amount of income 
contributed into superannuation each year.

   All Extra Covers, e.g. Business expenses, Needlestick cover,
can be purchased on a single Income replacement screen.

  Supports “Tailored super” arrangements, whereby the
“Agreed” differential (vs. “Indemnity”) is held in non-super,
and where “Premier” benefits can be held in non-super
while core Income replacement are held inside.

Usability

  Underwriting incorporates a “Medical practitioner/Doctor’s
lookup”, to allow ease of identifying a client’s doctor or
medical practice, when required.

  Lookups are included for bank BSB, postcode and ATO super
fund lookup for rollover.

   A copy payment and address assistant avoids duplication of
data entry where multiple policy exists.

  Business rules are applied to ensure that Zurich only receives
valid information – e.g. TFN and credit card validation.

The latest evolution in quoting and 
application software for Zurich life insurance.



1.  Once you’ve downloaded
ZXpress to your system, login 
with your existing ZLife email 
address and password.

2.  If you need to share your quote
and application data with other
users within your practice, click
user settings from the main
menu and select sharing, then
enter their credentials.

3. You’re ready to get started.

More information 
Business Development Team 
1800 252 650 
Client Service Centre 131 551 
client.service@zurich.com.au 
www.zurich.com.au
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